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ABSTRACT: 

Introduction: Regenerative dentistry has as main purpose to find new therapeutic approaches for 

edentulism, bone defects, periodontitis and other tissue loss-related pathologies.  

The periodontal disease and bone defects are explained with their updated classification. 

The main materials developed for periodontal regeneration are the autografts, allografts and 

xenografts besides the platelet-derived-growth factor (PDGF) and the enamel matrix derivatives 

(EMD) which provide additional stimuli necessary to enhance it. Finally, barrier membranes are 

introduced among which the non-resorbable and resorbable membranes. 

Objectives: this work will focus in highlightening the main materials used for the regeneration of the 

periodontium and their indications depending on different clinical situations.  

Methodology: research through scientific articles found in MEDLINE, PUBMED and Google 

Scholar. Supportive clinical trials and systematic reviews have been found also by looking through 

the bibliography of the main chosen articles. 

Discussion: comparisons between the scaffold materials have been made, in particular between 

cortical DFDBA and cancellous DFDBA, then FDBA and DFDBA. Also between non resorbable 

and resorbable membranes.  Finally different clinical cases have been presented in order to understand 

the different materials to use for each clinical situation and bone defect. 

Conclusion: For periodontal regeneration to occur regenerative dentistry uses autografts, allografts 

or xenografts used alone or together with the growth factors PDGF or EMD and/or with non-

resorbable or resorbable membranes.  

Currently there is not an ideal grafting material since they all present advantages and limitations. 

There is not a better choice between non-resorbable and resorbable membranes, the final 

considerations are different according to the surgical site in question. 

For the regeneration of intraosseous defects clinical studies failed to demonstrate more efficacy of 

EMD over GTR but the use of EMD is safer. 

In the case of critical-size defects relevant are the GBR and/or conservative surgical techniques. 



 

 

RESUMEN: 

Introducción: La odontología regenerativa tiene como objetivo principal encontrar nuevos enfoques 

terapéuticos para el edentulismo, los defectos óseos, la periodontitis y otras patologías relacionadas 

con la pérdida de tejido. La enfermedad periodontal y los defectos óseos se explican con su 

clasificación actualizada. Los principales materiales desarrollados para la regeneración periodontal 

son los autoinjertos, aloinjertos y xenoinjertos, además del factor de crecimiento derivado de las 

plaquetas (PDGF) y los derivados de la matriz del esmalte (EMD), que proporcionan los estímulos 

adicionales necesarios para mejorarla. Por último, se presentan las membranas de barrera, entre las 

que se encuentran las no reabsorbibles y las reabsorbibles. 

Objetivos: este trabajo se centrará en destacar los principales materiales utilizados para la 

regeneración del periodonto y sus indicaciones en función de las diferentes situaciones clínicas.  

Metodología: investigación a través de artículos científicos encontrados en MEDLINE, PUBMED y 

Google Scholar. También se han encontrado ensayos clínicos de apoyo y revisiones sistemáticas 

buscando en la bibliografía de los principales artículos elegidos. 

Discusión: se han realizado comparaciones entre los materiales de los andamios, en particular entre 

el DFDBA cortical y el DFDBA esponjoso, y luego entre el FDBA y el DFDBA. También entre las 

membranas no reabsorbibles y las reabsorbibles.  Por último, se han presentado diferentes casos 

clínicos con el fin de comprender los diferentes materiales a utilizar para cada situación clínica y 

defecto óseo. 

Conclusiones: Para que se produzca la regeneración periodontal la odontología regenerativa utiliza 

autoinjertos, aloinjertos o xenoinjertos utilizados solos o junto con los factores de crecimiento PDGF 

o EMD y/o con membranas no reabsorbibles o membranas reabsorbibles. Actualmente no existe un 

material de injerto ideal ya que todos presentan ventajas y limitaciones. No existe una mejor elección 



 

 

entre las membranas no reabsorbibles y las reabsorbibles, las consideraciones finales son diferentes 

según la zona quirúrgica de que se trate. 

Para la regeneración de defectos intraóseos, los estudios clínicos no han podido demostrar una mayor 

eficacia de la EMD sobre la GTR, pero el uso de la EMD es más seguro. 

En el caso de los defectos de tamaño crítico son relevantes la RGC y/o la técnica quirúrgica 

conservadora. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Regenerative dentistry and tissue engineering are a developing field that in the last century has made 

considerable improvements and that is still in an important developing era.  

Dental Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Dental Medicine have evolved from the more advanced 

field of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (TERM), based on the principle that cells, 

biocompatible scaffolds and growth factors can develop into new regenerated functional tissues and 

organs (1). 

The main purpose of regenerative dentistry is to find new therapeutic approaches for edentulism, 

bone defects, periodontitis and other tissue loss-related pathologies. In order to do so biomedical 

engineers, scientist researchers, doctors and dentists are gathering together their knowledges with the 

purpose of creating bioengineered replacement tissues that can re-establish the initial lost function 

and morphology (1). 

“Tissue regeneration” means in fact a healing that leads to a complete restoration of function and 

morphology of the issued tissue or organ, which differs from the repair that is the mere healing of the 

damaged tissue with the formation of new one other than the original in terms of morphology or 

function. 

Dental tissue engineering and regenerative dental medicine extend their researches and work in a 

multiple of fields: embryonic tooth bud-based strategies have been developed in order to regenerate 

a whole dental organ. Another field is the regenerative endodontic that uses endogenous stem cells 

obtained from an induced periapical bleeding, scaffolds using blood clots and platelet-rich plasma in 

order to obtain the further root maturation in immature teeth with pulp necrosis (1).
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The periodontal disease 

The periodontal disease is defined as a “chronic inflammatory condition” (2) that leads to the 

irreversible destruction of those structures that surround and stabilize the tooth. These affected 

structures are those that constitute the periodontium, an organ consisting on two soft connective 

tissues, the gingiva and the periodontal ligament, and two hard connective tissues, the supporting 

alveolar bone and the root lining cementum. Their progressive destruction will eventually lead to a 

compromised dentition from both a functional and an aesthetic point of view with as ultimate 

consequence the loss of the tooth itself (2).  

 

The pathophysiology of the periodontal disease is characterized by the activation of a series of 

molecular pathways that will eventually induce the activation of proteinases that would cause the 

degradation of the periodontal ligament fibers. The consequence of the progressive loss of the 

periodontal ligament favors the colonization of pathogens along the root surface of the teeth leading 

to bone loss and apical migration of the junctional epithelium with periodontal pocket formation and 

gingival recession (3).  

The pathogenesis of the periodontal disease is multifactorial and includes mainly: 

§ pathogen microorganisms of the subgingival biofilm that colonize the periodontal attachment; 

§ genetic factors as alterations in the polymorphonucleates leukocytes or hereditary anomalies 

leading to immunosuppression; 

§ acquired, modifying host factors, including social and behavioral factors as smoking, dietary 

habits, stress, medicaments, systemic diseases as HIV, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases; 

§ dental local factors as plaque accumulation, dental position, radicular proximity or external 

reabsorption, morphologic alterations and occlusal discrepancies. 

 

The diagnosis of the periodontal disease is based mainly on the clinical exploration of the patient, in 

the detection of the inflammatory process and the extension and distribution of the insertion loss. The 
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clinical evidences are characterized by alterations in the morphology, consistency, volume, adaptation 

to the gingival margin, color changes and presence of hemorrhage and exudate. 

 

The periodontal disease can be classified into different stages based on the severity of the condition. 

The first stage is the gingivitis which is an inflammatory process of the gingiva characterized 

clinically by bleeding gums, puffy in appearance and darker in color and no apical migration of the 

junctional epithelium nor destruction of the surrounding supporting structures. This condition is 

reversible and it does not always progress into periodontitis. 

If not reversed through a good oral hygiene and a professional plaque removal, the gingivitis can, on 

the other hand, progress into periodontitis which is an irreversible inflammatory process that extends 

to the supporting structures of the tooth. The periodontitis is characterized by apical migration of the 

junctional epithelium and a progressive destruction of the periodontal ligament and alveolar bone 

leading to the formation of periodontal pockets from 3 and up to 6 or more mm of depth. This stage 

can worsen until a severe loss of the supporting structures of the tooth and so to the loss of it. The 

periodontitis is in fact one of the leading causes for tooth loss and it is a condition present in most 

adult population. 

A new classification was made on November 2017 in Chicago by the American Academy of 

Periodontology (AAP) and the European federation of Periodontology (EEP) comprehending 

participants from all over the world that gathered in order to update the previous classification in use 

since 1999 (4). 
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Chart 1 (4)  

Chart 2 (4) 
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It is important to specify though that the periodontal disease is not the only cause responsible for bone 

loss, inflammation of the tissues and the loss of support to the tooth. Dental trauma from occlusion is 

another of the leading causes of this condition, due to the increase of the tension and compression of 

the periodontal ligament. It is possible to recognize whenever the actual cause is the occlusal trauma 

because of the resulting specific bone defect morphology that has to adapt to the new occluding force: 

a funnel-shaped widening of the crestal portion of the periodontal ligament and an angular shaped 

bone defect (5). 

The bone defects morphology varies a lot according to different factors: the physiologic variations of 

the alveolar bone, the crestal angulation of the interdental septa, the width and thickness of the 

vestibular and lingual alveolar plates, the presence of fenestrations and dehiscences, the alignment of 

the teeth, the root anatomy and position within the alveolar process and the proximity with another 

tooth surface (6). 

 

Bone defects have been differently classified by many clinicians and researchers as to mention 

Goldman and Cohen (7), Pritchard (8), Clarke (9) and lastly, as shown below, by Vandana and 

Bharath (10). 

Chart 3: newly classification of POD by Vandana and Bharath (10) 
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In order to simplify this though we can mention the three main categories into which osseous defects 

have been classified by Papapanou and Tonetti: suprabony defects, infrabony defects and inter 

radicular defects (11). 

Chart 4: Papanou’s and Tinetti’s classification 

 

 

In suprabony defects, also called horizontal defects, the base of the pocket is found coronal to the 

residual alveolar crest. The horizontal bone loss pattern is the most common in the periodontal disease 

and presents a homogeneous reduction of bone height maintaining the bone crest perpendicular to the 

axis of the teeth (5). 

Suprabony defects, differently to intrabony and angular defects, are not amenable to periodontal 

regeneration so far (12). 

In infrabony defects, or vertical defects, the base of the pocket is found apical to the residual alveolar 

crest. They can be divided into intrabony and crater-like defects. The intrabony defects affect mainly 

one tooth and are classified according to the residual bone walls, width and extension of the defect 
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around the tooth. In particular, regarding the number of residual bone walls, they classify in one wall 

defect, two walls defect a three walls defect (7). The number refers to the walls left in the bone defect, 

not to those that have been lost.  

Crater-like defects affect two adjacent teeth in a similar proportion. 

Infrabony defects are furtherly divided into deep or shallow defects and wide or narrow defects 

according to the angle formed by the bone wall of the defect and the long axis of the tooth. 

(12) 

 

The inter-radicular defects, or furcation defects, are classified according to the amount of horizontal 

bone loss within the root furcation. Class I inter-radicular defects do not extend to the furcation but 

are rather limited to the furcation flute of the tooth and they are considered being reversible with a 

nonsurgical-therapeutic approach and oral hygiene maintenance.  

Class II inter-radicular defects extend to the furcation of the tooth but still not completely through it. 

Class III inter-radicular defects extend completely throughout the furcation of the tooth. These two 

most severe bone defects need a surgical therapeutic approach in order to improve and reobtain a 

better tooth support. 

The correct diagnosis of the bone defect is of great importance in order to choose the most appropriate 

therapy for the specific situation. Periodontal probing and radiographies are the main diagnostic tools 

for this purpose. 
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Periodontal treatment and bone regeneration 

The periodontal treatment aims to arrest the progressing of the disease by reducing the inflammation 

of the periodontium and the level of microbials present in order to obtain the complete restoration of 

the supporting structures of the tooth “to their original architecture and function” (2) and to the 

formation of a strong connection between the tooth and its surrounding structures. The main 

objectives of the periodontal therapy are then control of the inflammation, periodontal attachment 

gain, decrease of deep probing depth and reduction of furcation lesions. 

The current conventional therapeutic techniques, as to mention the non-surgical subgingival 

debridement and the surgical open flap debridement, focus on arresting the spread and action of 

pathogens in the periodontal ligament and reversing the inflammation by modifying the local 

environment leading to a process of repair, which, as previously explained, is different from 

regeneration, resulting in fact in an attachment with a long junctional epithelium (2). This epithelial 

attachment though is non-physiological and does not properly connect the cementum of the tooth to 

the adjacent gingival connective tissue.   

Besides the limitations in terms of regeneration, this therapeutic approach can often cause gingival 

recession which can eventually lead to sensibility and predisposition to root caries. These 

conventional techniques resulted finally being more effective in the prevention of the progression of 

the pathology rather than being effectively therapeutic. 

In the last fifty years on the other hand, regenerative surgical techniques have been developed with 

the objective of promoting a proper and predictable regeneration of the periodontium with a new 

physiologic functional attachment, including the regeneration of alveolar bone, periodontal ligament 

and cementum. A successful regenerative therapy clinical outcome would then include a reduction of 

the probing depth, an increasing in the clinical attachment level and providing a radiographically 

evidenced bone filling.  
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One of the effects of the advanced periodontal disease is the alteration of bone morphology and the 

destruction of the surrounding tooth-supporting tissues and eventually tooth loss. The loss of a tooth 

would increase the rate of alveolar ridge reabsorption itself as well.  

As stipulated by Wolff's Law, physiologically this is induced because of the changes in the 

mechanical loadings that occur with modifications in the distribution of the forces to the bone 

occurring during mastication leading to continuous bone remodeling (14). 

In order to prevent further alveolar bone alteration and preserve and regenerate the surrounding 

supporting tissues, techniques of bone regeneration and tissue engineering using cells and/or gene 

delivery and scaffolds alone or together with grow factors, have been developed. 

 

Bone regeneration, both the physiologic one that occurs along the whole life, and the reparative one 

that follows a damage, is characterized by three major processes: osteogenesis, osteoinduction and 

osteoconduction. 

Osteogenesis is the formation of new bone by vital cells, mainly osteoblasts, promoted by every vital 

bone graft that is transplanted from a donor graft or from an autologous bone. The cells transplanted 

will then be able to differentiate and synthesize new bone at the recipient site. An example of an 

osteogenic grafting material is the cancellous bone or the bone marrow. 

Osteoinduction is the process by which osteogenesis is induced. It is initiated by the growth factors 

within the graft and it enables the proliferation and migration of the undifferentiated and pluripotent 

cells into the damaged site to be regenerated. It works by promoting the stimulation of these 

osteoprogenitor cells of the surrounding tissues to differentiate into preosteoblasts that then begin 

new bone formation. Osteoinduction can be promoted by autologous bone, by the same purified 

osteoinductive factors extracted from autologous, homologous or heterologous material, or by 

recombinant factors, and finally by demineralized bank bone such as the demineralized bone matrix 

(DBM). 
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Osteoconduction, or guided bone formation, is the apposition of new bone starting from existing 

bone. This means that an osteoconductive material has the ability to operate as scaffold to guide tissue 

regeneration and it allows bone growth to occur on its surface or inside its pores and channels (15). 

This material will then be integrated or partially substituted by the newly formed bone. 

The improved understanding of the last years of these processes necessary for the repair and 

regeneration of the bone has helped in the development of regenerative medicine and tissue 

engineering. The three major components for tissue regeneration are in fact the cells, a degradable 

support or scaffold material that can offer a guide and support for the different cell types, and finally 

bioactive factors such as growth factors needed for further cell proliferation and differentiation 

(15,16). 

 

 
 

Materials used in periodontal regeneration 

The definition of a biomaterial refers to a natural or synthetic material that can be placed into different 

living tissues as part of a medical device or implant without developing “any adverse immune 

rejection reactions” (17). The biomaterial has the ability, once placed into a specific tissue, to initiate 

a series of event that will eventually lead to cell proliferation and interaction. The interaction between 

the biomaterial and the surrounding cells will result in the charging of the biomaterial surface energy 

that will further become an adequate matrix for biomolecule adhesion. 

The biomaterials used in tissue engineering have recently developed and improved a lot but they all 

have the same basic fundamental characteristics such as biocompatibility, resistance to corrosion, 

physical and mechanical strength, non-carcinogenic and non-toxic properties (16). 
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Scaffold materials: bone grafts 

As already mentioned, focusing in bone regeneration in the surgical therapeutic approach of the 

periodontal disease, tissue engineering approaches using biomaterials that have an osteogenesis, 

osteoconductive and an osteoinductive capacity. 

By introducing a variety of biomaterials in bone tissue engineering, a wide category of scaffolds has 

recently developed.  

With the term “scaffold” we refer to a biomaterial that has as main purpose the stimulation of 

osteogenesis by acting as a support surface that serves as a template for cell infiltration, attachment 

and interaction and “the formation of bone extra cellular matrix to provide structural support to the 

newly formed tissue” (15). 

This means that, by introducing a solid scaffold acting as artificial extracellular matrix (ECM) that 

supports and guides the cells, tissue regeneration is induced at the defective site.  

As the new tissue forms, the scaffold degrades providing the adequate environment for matrix 

deposition and tissue regeneration (15). 

The peculiarities of the scaffolds such as its surface, fiber architecture, high hydrophilicity and 

porosity, have great relevance in enhancing cell adhesion potential, inducing the further tissue 

development and the formation of a proper vascular system. With their specific configuration they in 

fact promote adhesion of the cells in the damaged site and their following proliferation and 

differentiation (16). 

With this objective, scaffolds also provide the suitable environment for nutrients and growth factors 

necessary for initiating the cascade of mediator signals for cell differentiation in the surrounding 

tissue. 

Moreover scaffolds must not generate inflammatory reactions as well as have a degradability rate 

long enough for assuring tissue regeneration (16).  
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As already mentioned these biomaterials must have all the same main characteristics: 

Table 5: Main characteristics of biomaterial scaffolds used in regenerative medicine (18) 

 

 

Scaffolds can be classify into different groups based on their nature:  

• Organic: Autograft (recipient and donor are the same individual); allograft (recipient and donor 

are two different individuals but of the same specie); xenograft (recipient and donor from two 

different species). 

• Synthetic organic: hydroxyapatite and osteoinductive factors such as platelet-derived growth 

factors (PDGF), enamel matrix derivative (EMD) and bone morphogenic proteins (BMP). 

• Inorganic biomaterials: silicone, methylmethacrylate, polyethylene, bioactive glass and others 

(19). 

 

 

Autogenous bone graft 

The autogenous bone graft, also called autograft, is bone tissue harvested from the patient itself, both 

from extraoral or intraoral donor sites. 

Depending on the size of the graft needed, the harvest sites are typically chosen between chin, jaw, 

tibia, fibula, iliac crest, ribs or the cranium.  

Differently from allografts (grafts harvested from a genetically different donor of the same species) 

and xenografts (donor from another species), autografts do not have the risk to be rejected from the 

recipient and so to develop immunological reactions as well as to transmit any disease to it. 
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Another important characteristic is that the tissue harvested from the patient itself is already complete 

with the living cellular elements needed to enhance bone growth, this means that osteogenesis occurs 

by using the same pre-existing cellular lineage and growth factors which will be compatible with the 

recipient tissue site. Once implanted, the graft will easily become vascularized and will 

osseointegrate with the surrounding bone starting the osteogenesis process (19). 

Autografts then, being made of living cells, have the fundamental osteogenesis, osteoinduction and 

osteoconduction properties. Because of these biological characteristics, besides the impossibility of 

developing an immune reaction and host rejection or pathological transmission, autograft is 

considered to be the “gold standard” as a graft material. 

 

About the donor site, previous systematic reviews have reported that in engineering dentistry the 

intraoral graft are the most favorable compared with extraoral locations because of the convenient 

surgical access and proximity to the recipient sites,  avoidance of cutaneous scarring and because the 

harvesting process can be performed under local anesthesia avoiding postoperative hospitalization 

besides having lower morbidity and lower operatory cost (20, 21). 

On the other hand though autogenous bone graft implies a donor site morbidity since a second surgery 

site and procedure is needed  for graft harvest, adding operative time and pain for the patient which 

is the most common complication. Less frequent complications include nerve injury, hematoma, 

infection, graft resorption and fracture at the donor site. Besides the possible sequelae that could arise 

with the harvest procedure, another limitation of autograft is that there could be limited availability 

in instances where the patient's overall bone quality and/or density is poor, or when a large volume 

of graft material is required (especially in pediatric patients) (19). 

In order to overcome these limitations, very often the bone graft is taken from the site of a tooth 

extraction or by collecting bone chips during the drilling for implant placement. 
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Clinically, in periodontal therapy there have been using several types of autogenic bone graft 

materials: cortical bone chips, bone blend, osseous coagulum, intraoral and extraoral cancellous bone 

and marrow (22). 

 

Also, because of some of the mentioned limitations, alternatives to autograft biomaterials have been 

proposed along the years of tissue engineering development, all of these sharing the characteristics 

of being limitless in supply and not requiring any donor site. Even though these nonautogenous 

materials can offer different advantages, the feature though that differences the autologous bone graft 

from these is its osteogenic property and this is what still makes it the gold standard for regenerative 

medicine (19). 

 

Allograft 

An allograft material, also known as allogeneic graft or homograft, is harvested from an individual 

other than the one receiving it, being of the same species but with a different genotype. Allografts are 

then still deriving from humans, from living related or unrelated donors, by cadaveric donors or even 

from artificial bone which derives from ceramics (ex. hydroxyapatite). 

The tissue used to perform an allograft is usually given by Tissues Banks and does not have any 

osteogenic property. It can though go through tissue processing including decellularization, 

cleansing, sterilization, dehydration and preservation for clinical use that would give them 

osteoinductive and osteoconductive properties. This tissue processing includes pulverization and the 

extraction of the viable mineralized cells from the originating bone tissue of the donor leaving a 

framework called extracellular matrix (ECM). Demineralized bone matrix is then processed resulting 

in a composite of growth factors, non-collagenous proteins and collagen. Freezing or freeze-drying 

these biomaterials, especially through the process of sterilization under exposition to ethylene oxide 

and gamma radiations, is essential also for minimizing the risk of inducing an immune response from 

the host but at the same time it does also decrease significantly its osteoinductive properties (23). 
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This processed tissue is made primarily of proteins and minerals which will serve as scaffold guiding 

the osteoblasts from the defected bone, in which the bone graft is placed, inducing bone regeneration. 

For this reason allograft are defined as grafting materials with osteoconductive and some 

osteoinductive capacity (23). 

There are different types of bone allografts according to their preparation: they are available as 

fresh/fresh-frozen (FFBA), freeze-dried (FDBA), or demineralized and freeze-dried bone allograft 

(DFDBA).  

As mentioned, allograft are said being osteoconductive because, as scaffolds, they provide a structural 

framework enhancing the host tissue to grow  (12, 24).  

The maximum osteoinductive potential has been demonstrated through in vivo studies occurring in 

scaffolds demineralized around to 2% residual calcium” (30). Moreover its ability in inducing new 

bone formation in soft and osseous tissues is believed being explained by the presence in the material 

of bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) (25). 

These proteins together with cytokines and growth factors interact with the host tissue osteogenic 

undifferentiated precursors, the mesenchymal stem cells, initiating the process of undifferentiation 

and bone regeneration (24). 

Has been demonstrated though that the osteoinductive ability of demineralized freeze-dried bone 

allografts depends on different factors among which the age of the donor and the acquisition and 

processing mechanism (26). 

 

DFDBA have been studied and developed even for overcoming the disadvantages of autografts and 

being an alternative to it. Differently from autografts, allogenic bone grafts are in fact abundantly and 

easily available and do not cause any morbidity at the harvest site; although these advantages, it is 

not frequently chosen as regenerative material in insolation for segmental defects since, as previously 

explained, it does not provide osteogenic inputs as well as being weakly osteoinductive and 

potentially infective (22). 
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Another limitation to take into account of allografts is the cost which, especially for DBM, is high. 

As to mention, single-use allograft materials has been shown having a cost ranging from $376-$2230, 

not to mention the single aliquot DBM. Even though not all the allograft materials are as expensive 

as DBM, they still represent a quite substantial financial effort (22). 

 

Freeze-Dried Bone Allograft 

FDBA was introduced in dentistry for periodontal regeneration from J T Mellonig et al. in 1976  and 

prepared for its use through a process of vacuum that removes from the bone approximately 95% of 

water killing all its cells but leaving its original morphology and chemical integrity plus reducing its 

antigenicity which otherwise could induce an immune rejection reaction from the host (21). 

The capability of FDBAs of being osteoconductive depends on how much the graft integrates in the 

defected area: this is the graft material that serves as a framework for osteoblasts. 

Several studies have been carried out getting to the conclusion that the use of FDBA in the periodontal 

treatment, especially that of furcation defects, is more effective if combined together with autogenous 

bone rather than FDBA used alone. An example is the comparative study carried out from Mellonig 

in 1991 that, together with eighty-nine clinicians, selected a total of 1521 defective sites among which 

991 were treated with FDBA alone, whereas 524 with FDBA combined together with autograft. After 

a follow up of 6 months results have been collected and analyzed:  more than 50% or even up to 

100% of bone fill was achieved in 220 (67%) defects treated with FDBA and in 137 (78%) defects 

treated with FDBA + A. The probing depth was significantly reduced in 69 and 79% of the defects, 

respectively (21). 

 

Decalcified Freeze-Dried Bone Allografts 

DFDBA, thanks to its osteoinductive properties, is now considered being the graft material of choice 

when compared to other allografts such as FDBA and to xenografts. Its inductive ability is given from 
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its demineralization process with hydrochloric acid that exposes its BMP’s, the bone morphogenic 

proteins found in the bone matrix (21). 

The difference from an undemineralized allograft, given as said from the decalcification process of 

DFDBA, is that the demineralized graft is able to induce bone regeneration by enhancing host 

progenitor cells to differentiate into osteoblasts and so being osteoinductive, whereas FDBA can only 

be considered osteoconductive as it only function as scaffold for the new bone to regenerate (21). 

 

This material, because of the protein factors contained in its structure, turned out being able to well 

regenerate the periodontal ligament (Bowers, 1985). The neoformation of a new attachment in its 

three components the bone, the cement and the periodontal ligament is also confirmed by Mellonig 

(1996), whose histomorphometric investigations evidenced the regenerative potential of DFDBA on 

bone, cement and periodontal ligament at the level of exposed roots; the author moreover 

hypothesizes better results by adding to the DFDBA a portion of mineralized bone matrix, especially 

useful in larger osseous defects (21). 

We can distinguish between cortical DFDBA and cancellous DFDBA.  

 

Xenograft 

Xenotransplantation refers to nonhuman cells, tissue or organs transplanted from a donor of a 

different specie, into a human recipient. 

Xenografts, in regenerative medicine, have developed in order to overcome some limitations of the 

already mentioned autografts and allografts. Xenografts are in fact considered the most indicated 

choice for children which might be physically too small to receive transplantations from an adult 

donor. Moreover organs transplanted from animal donors can be implanted into patients that are not 

yet in the human organ transplantation list, potentially saving life-threatening situations.  
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In regenerative dentistry there are different types of xenograft sources among which as to mention 

the bovine-derived xenograft (BDX), commercially known as Bio-Ossâ, the equine-derived 

xenograft, the porcine-derived xenograft and the natural coral xenograft (12, 27). 

The most commonly used xenograft is the deproteinized bovine bone mineral which, because of its 

preparation process that removes all the osteogenic organic components, results in natural bone 

mineral mainly consisting of hydroxyapatite (HA) retaining a porous architecture (27). Because of 

this process of extraction mechanism, the Bio-Ossâ becomes completely devoid of antigenicity (28). 

It is in fact reported from Cohen et al. (29) that the implantation of the BDX does not cause any 

subsequent systemic or local immune response and it has been calculated that the risk of pathologic 

transmission is 1 in 10 (28). 

This biomaterial has developed as a bone replacement graft because very similar to the human bone 

in many of its features: its inner surface area, crystalline size, porosity and calcium-to-phosphate ratio 

(30). Moreover it is assessed that BDX is able to integrate very well with the new bone and to become 

vascularized (28). 

In the treatment of human vertical intraosseous defects it has been demonstrated a statistically 

relevant probing depth reduction and clinical attachment gain with the use of BDX in comparison 

with a non-graft control treatment (30). 

A similar amount of results plus bone fill and defects resolution were also observed in comparison 

with the use of demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft (31). 

Another therapeutic situation of particular interest when using  Bio-Oss as a graft material is the direct 

sub-antral augmentation procedure where dental implants that were placed in grafts with Bio-Oss 

resulted having a similar or even better survival rate than autogenous grafts (32). 

Even though bovine-derived bone grafts have many advantages over other grafting materials besides 

being demonstrated having an high osteoconductive potential, they are reported being fragile. 

Because of this limitation they could risk to fail during the fixation of the screw of the implant or 

after the clinical procedure (27). 
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Even though bone grafts have been demonstrated being efficacious in the regeneration of periodontal 

osseous defects, irrespectively of the type of the chosen bone graft material, the mean of attachment 

gain and bone fill is of around of 3.00 mm (21). 

The ultimate goal of the periodontal treatment though is both to reverse the advancement process of 

disease and to achieve the complete regeneration of the periodontium. It is then clear the need of 

additional enhancing stimuli. Among these polypeptide growth factors have been introduced. This 

group of natural biologic response modifiers includes factors such as the platelet-derived-growth 

factor (PDGF), the enamel matrix derivatives (EMD), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), bone 

morphogenic proteins (BMPs) and the osteogenin (21). 

 

 

Synthetic organic biologically active grafts 

In order to achieve the best results in terms of bone fill and gain in clinical attachment in the 

periodontal regeneration, newer strategies of cellular tissue engineering have developed and 

continuous researches and studies are being carrying on looking for new therapeutic alternatives, 

materials and techniques.  

In the last decades it has been researched a way to boost the regenerative potential of the periodontal 

cells by introducing modified genetic materials and increasing the concentration and production of 

growth factors and differentiation factors (27). In order to enhance the regenerative potential of bone, 

in vitro experiments have been carried out by increasing the growth of osteoprogenitors and 

osteoblasts on 3D constructs. Moreover with the same purpose, the use of platelet-derived growth 

factors (PDGF), enamel matrix derivatives (EMD) and bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) has been 

investigated (27). 
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PDGF: Platelet-Derived Growth Factor 

The bone remodeling cycle is the physiologic activity that allows the bone to continuously remodel 

and repair if fractured and to the bone graft to integrate in the defected site. This process is regulated 

by a complex system of cytokines and growth factors that are responsible for the recruitment, 

proliferation and activity coordination of osteoblasts and osteoclasts (33). Among these biological 

factors, the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is one of the most essential in the regulation of 

bone reparative activity. More in detail, PDGF is a protein abundantly found in the bone matrix that, 

consequently to hard- or soft-tissue injury, during the process of clotting is locally released by the 

blood platelets. Once released, the PDGF is able to stimulate the migration and proliferation of the 

pool of osteogenic cells into the injury site populating the scaffold, by acting as both a chemotactic 

and mitogen agent (27, 33). Subsequently these progenitor cells differentiate into osteoblasts and/or 

chondrocytes under direction of the bone morphogenic proteins (BMP) (27). 

Is then evident the relevant role of PDGF in the periodontal regeneration, in the whole process that 

includes the regeneration of the periodontal ligament, the cement and the bone. Its importance was 

firstly discovered in 1980s from Lynch and co-workers with an animal study (34). The use of this 

biomaterial in regenerative therapies from that moment on has increasingly acquired attention and 

developed overcoming different limitations. At first in fact the biomaterial was administered in form 

of a platelet concentrate gel used alone or combined with a variety of osteoconductive matrices, but 

had as main disadvantage the need of obtaining blood samples from the patients as well as lack of 

predictability in the outcome (35). Then finally, advances in recombinant engineering led to the 

production of the proteins in big amounts, being it controlled in concentration and purification. 

Thanks to these improvements, most recent bioengineered materials are now prepared with the 

growing factors already incorporated into the scaffold material and the release of them is controlled 

over a period of time previously determined. This emerging new trend is of relevant importance 

because it offers to the clinician an already available biomaterial for a controlled and predictable 

periodontal regeneration, optimizing the clinical outcomes. 
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Enamel-matrix derivative (Emdogainâ) 

EMD refers to “the purified fraction derived from the enamel layer of developing porcine teeth” (36) 

and it is composed by different proteins among which the amelogenins which constitute the 90% of 

the total content, the enamelin, ameloblastin, amelotin and a series of proteinases (36). 

From a generic biologic point of view, it has been evidenced that EMD play a relevant role in wound 

healing mediating bone remodeling and favoring angiogenic activity and soft tissue regeneration. 

This happens because EMD has been shown to regulate many cells activity as migration, 

proliferation, differentiation and attachment as well as to mediate the expression of growth and 

transcription factors, ECM constitutes, cytokines and others (36). 

In the last twenty years its relevant role in the periodontal regeneration has been investigated: the 

researches started on the basic knowledge that certain enamel matrix proteins were found on the 

surface of developing roots of non- yet erupted teeth, prior to the formation of the cementum, hence 

hypothesizing  a role of EMP in the cementogenesis (36). 

Because of this finding, further studies have been carried on the assumption that EMP might be 

relevant on the periodontal formation prior to cementogenesis getting to the demonstration that EMPs 

are effectively proteins secerned by the Hertwig’s epithelial root sheet able of enhancing periodontal 

regeneration (37). 

 

 

Osteoconductive materials: barrier membranes 

In periodontology we can identify two main surgical techniques for achieving periodontal 

regeneration: the guided tissue regeneration (GTR) and the guided bone regeneration (GBR). These 

techniques, as their name suggest, guide the migration and proliferation of the different cell 

populations of the periodontium in their right position into the defected site in order to obtain a 

regenerated physiologically and morphologically correct new periodontium. 
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With the GTR this is obtained with the surgical placement of membranes that act as physical barriers 

between the different healing tissues of the periodontium separating the gingival epithelium and 

connective tissue to one side and the alveolar bone tissue and periodontal ligament to the other (27).  

GTR is based on the principle that the different periodontal tissues regenerate with distinct speeds: 

the use of the membranes prevents the soft tissue, which has a faster turnover, to invade the space 

intended for bone and periodontal tissue, which are slower in their regeneration. Besides, they 

selectively guide the migration of PDL cells into the defected site (27). More in detail, based on the 

so called “cell-occlusivity” property, membranes prevent epithelial cells, granulation end fibrous 

tissue from entering into the intended bone- and PDL-regenerating space, as well as allowing the 

osteoprogenitor bone cells, osteoblastic cells and cells responsible for the new vascularization, to 

enter the defected site, mediating at the same time the diffusion of growth factors, nutrients, cytokines 

and other bioactive elements. 

Besides this main purpose, these membranes are often used together with bone graft with the intention 

of sustaining and preserving it, moreover they serve for slowing down its reabsorption rate (38). 

 
The indications for GTR are: 

- two-/three- walled narrow vertical defects; 

- circumferential defects; 

- class II molar furcation; 

- class I/II gingival recession; 

- thick gingiva; 

- defects without tooth mobility (38).  
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  (38) 

 

The GBR aims to obtain bone regeneration in post extraction sites or in those sites where an implant 

is needed and the alveolar ridge is insufficient. In GBR the membrane is located in order to prevent 

the fibroblasts from colonizing the intraosseous defect while it is healing, allowing at the same time 

the osteoblasts to migrate into the bone wound filling it, thus initiating the bone regeneration (38). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(38) 

 

The indications for GBR are: 

- class II/III molar furcation; 

- post extraction socket previous to implant placement;  

- apicectomy consequent to a periapical pathology; 

- fenestration and dehiscence bone defects in sites with implants; 

- sinus lift or sinus repair if perforated; 
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- horizontal or limited vertical alveolar ridge augmentation (39). 

 

The contraindications for GBR are: 

- comorbidities that contraindicate surgery; 

- poor oral hygiene; 

- active infection in the surgical site; 

- inflammation of the soft tissue; 

- smokers; 

- generalized horizontal bone loss: very compromised remaining bone (39). 

 

The membranes used for periodontal regeneration must all share some important characteristics: 

biocompatibility, occlusivity and selective cell-permeability, space creation and maintenance, 

mechanical features, tissue integration and clinical manageability (37,38). 

We can distinguish two categories of membranes used for GTR and GBR: non-resorbable membranes 

and resorbable membranes. 

 

(38) 
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Non-resorbable membranes: 

Non-resorbable membranes are made of materials that do not degenerate with time and maintaining 

their structural integrity they assure their efficiency until needed. Once their function has been 

completed they are surgically removed (38).  

Their effectiveness and safety in the system has been investigated and their role in the periodontal 

regeneration proven with evidence (40). 

Many materials have been used for GTR and GBR, first of which the cellulose acetate (Milliporeâ) 

that then was substituted with a non-porous biocompatible fluorocarbon polymer, the 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Among these, the most used in the guided regeneration of 

periodontal ligament and bone are the expanded-polytetrafluoroethylene (e-PTFE) and the high 

density polytetrafluoroethylene (d-PTFE) that can also be find reinforced with titanium (Ti-d-PTFE). 

Besides these, titanium membranes are used.  

 

The e-PTFE, also known as Gore-Texâ, is a biocompatible and highly stable polymer in the system, 

does not elicit any immunologic reaction in the host and it is resistant to degradation (40). 

Its effectiveness and limitations has been investigated and as major complication after its application 

the premature membrane exposition has been reported in 30-40% of the cases. The membrane 

exposition then can possibly lead to infection by bacteria contamination, besides the invasion of 

fibrous tissue with a consequent reduction in the regeneration rate (41). At the first sign of 

inflammation the membrane must be immediately removed. 

In order to reduce this risk, the suturing techniques are of crucial interest for obtaining a primary 

closure over the e-PTFE membrane but this might be arduous in wider defects.  

 

In order to overcome the limitations of e-PTFE membranes, further researches have been carried on 

and the d-PTFE has been proposed as a possible substitute. The dense-PTFE is higher in density and 

has as main difference to the e-PTFE that its surface has smaller pores, reducing the amount of 
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bacteria able to penetrate and to possibly infect the surgical site. Moreover these membranes are 

characterized by small indentations facing the inner side of the flap that strengthen their connection. 

Because of this, primary closure is not essential and if membrane exposition occurs the epithelial 

ingrowth is limited as well as the bacterial contamination, reducing the risk of infection and fail. We 

can then assess that even if membrane exposition occurs (in the case in which no edges are visible), 

it is not needed to prematurely remove the membrane. It is important though to keep it controlled in 

order to avoid any inflammatory processes to occur in the first month (41).  

An occasional complication that can be observed 2-3 months after d-PTFE implantation is the 

swelling of the tissues that can come along with a fistula as well. In this case the membrane can be 

easily removed but by that time bone regeneration has already occurred (41). 

 

In the clinical application, in order to test the performance of e-PTFE in comparison to d-PTFE, a 

prospective randomized controlled trial was performed (65). A group of 23 patients undergoing GBR 

surgery for implants placement in an atrophic posterior alveolar ridge of the mandible was selected. 

The GBR was performed using both an autologous bone graft and an allogenic bone graft covered 

with either the e-PTFE membrane in the control group and with d-PTFE in the case group. 6 months 

later the membrane was removed and the results examined: 4.91 mm (SD ±1.78) of bone fill was 

obtained in the control sites and 5.49 mm (SD±1.58) in the case sites. The results did not evidence 

statistically relevant differences between the election of e-PTFE and the d-PTFE so it can be assessed 

that in the treatment of vertical bone defects around implants there is not a preferable GBR material 

to use (42).  

Considering though all the advantages of d-PTFE and the fact that it is easier to remove than e-PTFE, 

we can finally assess that this membrane can become the new golden standard material for GTR and 

GBR (41). 

Polytetrafluoroethylene membranes used alone without any reinforcement and/or graft material, 

showed being more susceptible to collapse into the wide defected site because of the compression of 
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the mucosa overlying it. Because of this limitation, for the treatment of more complicated situations 

of deep vertical defects or in supracrestal areas, more rigid materials have developed as to mention 

the titanium-reinforced e-PTFE (Ti-e-PTFE) or the titanium mesh. 

Titanium was discovered being a perfect material to use in regenerative surgery because of its rigidity, 

strength, light weight and resistance to corrosion (27) besides being less susceptible to bacterial 

contamination thanks to its smooth surface and, because of its elasticity, being able to provide enough 

space for bone to regenerate in big defects of the alveolar process (43). On the other hand the 

limitations of titanium mesh are related to the difficulty of its removal and to the possible mucosal 

irritation and membrane exposure due to its sharp edges and rigidity (43). 

Since non-resorbable membranes do not degrade and maintain their integral structure until needed, 

once their function is achieved and the periodontal regeneration has occurred, they need to be 

removed with a second surgery. This helps the clinician to have complete control over the treatment 

and obtaining a much more predictable result. Contrarily the need of a second surgery is increases 

the patient morbidity and stress, the risk of infection of the surgical site and an increase in time and 

costs. Also, the new regenerated tissues might suffer from the surgical trauma or even being 

contaminated leading to a post-operative infection (44). In order to overcome these disadvantages 

researchers and clinicians worked together to find an alternative to non-resorbable membranes and 

come up with the bioresorbable barriers. 

 

Resorbable membranes: 

Resorbable membranes resulted being a good solution to overcome many limitations of the non-

resorbable membranes and since 1990s they have been used as the material of choice in many clinical 

situations (45). 

As deducible, resorbable membranes offer the main advantage of being degraded by  the organism 

avoiding the need of a second surgery to remove it. This lowers drastically the risk of morbidity and 
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infection besides being time and cost saving. For what concerns the clinical outcome it has been 

evidenced a similar degree of bone regeneration when compared to non-resorbable barriers (46). 

On the other hand though this same characteristic might be a disadvantage if considered the fact that 

reabsorbing the membrane does not allow a predictable result in terms of amount of bone regeneration 

which risks to be insufficient by the time of reabsorption of the barrier (47). 

A lack in sufficient bone regeneration might also occur whenever the membrane gets associated to 

an inflammatory reaction of the adjacent tissues being the neutrophils and macrophages responsible 

for accelerating the barrier degradation thus altering its structural support and function. This could 

even lead to implant loss if the membrane is associated to it. Another disadvantage of resorbable 

membranes is their lack of rigidity and progressive loss of strength which causes them to have the 

tendency to collapse and invade the space intended for regeneration. Because of this, that would 

determine fibrous tissue ingrowth, inflammation and possible bacterial contamination thus the failure 

of the treatment, resorbable membranes are now frequently used in association with autografts or 

allografts, together with additional reinforcements (48). 

 

These barriers can be found as natural or synthetic barriers. The first group comprehend membranes 

of bovine collagen, porcine collagen or chitosan origin and the second one membranes fabricated 

from organic aliphatic polyesters. Thanks to the numerous sources from which to obtain collagen and 

polyglycolic or polylactic acid, many different types of resorbable membranes are now available for 

GTR/GBR and each of them present its own suitable characteristic for the clinical situation (49). 

 

Natural resorbable membranes are fabricated from human or animal collagen which is a very 

appropriate material for guiding regeneration thanks to its biological properties: it has low 

immunogenicity, it is hemostatic, well-tolerated and being chemotactic it is able to attract and activate 

PDL and gingival fibroblasts, hence induce fibroblast DNA synthesis (45) potentially increasing 

tissue thickness. Besides, osteoblasts showed to better adhere to collagen membranes than any other 
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membrane surface (49). Because of all these properties, collagen has demonstrated being a great 

biomaterial for the fabrication of bioresorbable barriers which are now used a lot for guiding 

regeneration applications. Many in fact are the collagen membranes currently available and they can 

be classified according to the collagen type they are made of and their resorption time. 

 

Table 6: most currently used collagen membranes (27) 

 
 
 
 
The synthetic resorbable membranes are mostly composed of poly-hydroxy acids, as to mention the 

poly-lactic acid (PLA) and the polyglycolic acid (PGA) (50). According to their polymers ratio, 

synthetic resorbable barriers are available in a wide spectrum of tensile strength that ranges from 40 

to140 MPa for PLA and PGA (48) which is lower than non-resorbable membranes (100 MPa for e-

PFTE membranes)  but higher than natural resorbable membranes (4-5 MPa for porcine membranes). 

Synthetic resorbable membranes have the advantage to be degraded from the organism hence they do 

not need a second surgery for their removal. They are in fact completely hydrolyzed into water and 

carbon dioxide from proteolytic enzymes (50) with a degradation rate varying depending on the 

presence or not of glycolic and lactide acid in their composition (49). 
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Table 7: Currently available synthetic resorbable membranes (50) 

 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

Principal objective: to understand which are the main biomaterials to use in order to achieve 

periodontal regeneration. 

Secondary objectives:  

1) to understand which is the best option among scaffold grafting materials; 

2) to understand which is the best option between non-resorbable and resorbable membranes; 

3) to understand which is the best surgical approach and what materials to use depending on 

the morphology of the defected site: vertical intra-bony defect, critical-size non contentive 

defect, post-extraction site for alveolar preservation. 

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The research has been developed through the use of the web by looking for journal scientific articles 

in the web sites MEDLINE, PUBMED and Google Scholar. Another method used in order to find 

specific articles was  by looking through the bibliography of the most relevant articles that have been 

selected for the research. 
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In order to find the appropriate bibliography for this research mainly articles from 2000 have been 

selected.  

The key words used are “regenerative dentistry”, “bone graft”, “osteogenesis, osteoinduction, 

osteoconduction”, “stem cells in the periodontium”, “periodontal regeneration”, “allograft materials”, 

“xenograft materials”, “platelet-derived growth factors”, “enamel matrix derivative”, “periodontal 

defects”. 

Different comparative controlled trial studies have been selected and compared and a systematic 

review of several materials and surgical techniques in the therapeutic approach of the periodontium 

have been made. 

Moreover some clinical cases have been introduced in order to highlight some of the most appropriate 

therapeutic approaches for the most relevant bone defects, as well as the materials chosen for each of 

them. The clinical cases have been personally followed throughout the last six months, since the 

diagnosis until the post-operative follow-up, together with dr. Enrico Gomiero, the periodontist that 

performed the surgeries. 

A bibliography with the corresponding references has been made with the use of MENDELEY, the 

Vancouver style has been chosen for referencing. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

From the knowledge of the most important and used materials for periodontal regeneration, it is 

fundamental to understand which one to use in order to obtain the best outcome achievable in every 

specific situation. Many comparative analytical studies and clinical trials have been carried on in 

order to obtain scientific evidence that suggest the clinicians which surgical approach to adopt with 

as ultimate goal the regeneration of the periodontium.  

With this objective, first of all some materials have been compared in order to have  a general idea of 

which ones are now considered to be the best in terms of results, generally speaking. 
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Talking about the grafting materials and in particular about the Decalcified Freeze-Dried Bone 

Allografts, as mentioned, we can distinguish between cortical DFDBA and cancellous DFDBA. 

Analyzing the results of comparative analytical studies carried out in the years it has been assessed 

that the use of cortical bone as grafting material would lead to a bigger bone fill in comparison to the 

cancellous DFDBA. 

In a clinical study a bone filling with a range of 75-95% was described with the use cortical DFDBA 

(34). In another one that selected 27 intraosseous defects, 2,4 mm of bone fill of the original bone 

defect resulted from the use cortical DFDBA, better result in comparison to the use of cancellous 

DFDBA that in a study of a treatment of 16 patients showed a result of a mean of 1,38 mm of bone 

fill and even only 0,33 mm in 6 control sites (27,51). 

 

Moreover, in order to understand whereas to choose to use FDBA or DFDBA as grafting material, 

direct comparison studies have been carried out: in 1989 Rummelhart et al clinically compared 11 

defective sites after treatment reporting no statistically relevant difference in clinical attachment gain, 

probing depth and bone fill (27). 

Another comparative trial aimed to enlighten the radiographic and clinical outcomes when FDBA is 

used compared to DFDBA with chlorine membrane associated (52). Nine patients were recruited and 

eighteen deep intra bony defect sites treated and followed for 12 months of observational period. The 

mobility rate of the teeth was reported being of grade I-II.  

Also in this case though the radiographic evaluation showed no statistically significant results: 

important bone fill was observed in both groups with an increase of 4.78 ± 0.25 mm in sites treated 

with FDBA and 4.28 ± 0.44 mm in sites treated with DFDBA (52). 

In general though, if needed to choose between FDBA or DFDBA, it is important to remember the 

main difference between these biomaterials: FDBA serves as a scaffold favorizing an osteoconductive 
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surface whereas DFDBA, besides this, it is also considered being osteoinductive since it even 

provides a source of osteoinductive factors.  

Said this, in the decision of the therapeutic approach to use, it can be assessed that FDBAs have better 

physical characteristics if the tissue is still mineralized, although even DFDBAs can be used. On the 

other hand DFDBAs are certainly recommended in sites where the regeneration may be more 

problematic and need an additional osteoinductive support. 

 

In 1993 Mellonig and Brunsvold carried out a controlled histologic study in animals and humans 

using bone autologous grafts and allografts for the treatment of periodontal osseous defects (51). 

This study wanted to demonstrate the possibility of the periodontium to regenerate with the use of 

bone graft, moreover it looks for the differences in therapeutic outcomes depending on the different 

types of bone defects and the regenerative bone graft material chosen, both in animals and in humans. 

 
As result of the study it could be possible to assess the effectiveness of the use of bone graft materials 

in the periodontal treatment of defective bone sites in animals and humans. It was evidenced that not 

a complete regeneration of the periodontium was achieved by only using these regenerative 

techniques. In fact it has been achieved a mean of 60% of bone fill of the original defect and a mean 

of 2,68 mm of clinical attachment gain (51). 

 
As previously mentioned, we can finally assess that currently there is not an ideal graft material for 

periodontal regeneration, they all have advantages and limitations.  

Autograft is so far defined as the material of choice followed by allografts and xenografts (51). 

 
 
Together with scaffold materials, also the introduction of the Enamel Matrix Derivative allowed big 

improvements in the dental tissue engineering. In order to give evidence to the EMD’s clinical 

importance in each possible situation, many controlled clinical trials and systematic reviews have 

been carried on. A systematic review reports significant results after evaluating the outcomes of 27 
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studies with the use of EMD in the treatment of 20 intra-bony defects, 6 recessions and one furcation 

(53). 

For intra-bony defects it was assessed that the clinical outcome if used the EDM was significantly 

better compared with the results with traditional control treatments, with an additional gain in clinical 

attachment level of 1,30 mm. No significant differences were shown when compared with resorbable 

membranes which resulted as effective as EDM. 

For recession coverage the coronally advanced flap combined with EDM gave much better root 

coverage compared with the flap alone but resulted being no more effective than the connective tissue 

graft. 

Regarding the treatment of furcations, in the horizontal defects the use of EDM gave improved results 

in depth reduction (2.6 ± 1.8 mm) compared with the use of resorbable membranes (1.9 ± 1.4 mm) 

(53). 

 
Another important issue is whether to use the non-resorbable membranes versus the resorbable 

membranes in the clinical application. 

Many systematic reviews, meta-analysis and clinical trials have been analyzed and compared in order 

to get to a conclusion on whether it is most favorable to use non resorbable barriers or resorbable 

barriers in the guided periodontal regeneration. 

The final considerations are different according to the surgical site in question. 

For class II furcation defects many comparative studies (54-56) got to the conclusion that there are 

no statistically relevant differences in periodontal regeneration between the two membranes and that 

both of them give satisfactory clinical outcomes. However in 1995 Hugoson et al. carried out a study 

in 35 patients and actually affirmed that the improvement in clinical attachment was achieved both 

towards vertical and horizontal direction in the resorbable membrane group, but only in the vertical 

direction in the non-resorbable membrane one which presented remarkable higher gingival recession 

(57). 
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Class III furcation defects did not positively respond to GTR and both the membrane types did not 

result being effective in the periodontal regeneration and clinical attachment gain (58). 

For the treatment of intrabony periodontal defects no statistically relevant differences were found in 

the study carried out in 2011 by Corinaldesi G, Lizio G, Badiali G, et al. on eleven patients comparing 

the healing of periodontal intrabony defects distal to the mandibular second molars related to the 

impactation of the third molar (59). 

Besides, it has been assessed that the choice between non-resorbable membranes and resorbable 

membranes does not influence the clinical outcome also in the ridge preservation procedures (60) 

nor in vertical ridge augmentation associated to implant placement (61) or in peri-implant bony 

defects (62), all of them resulted in similar outcomes. 

 

We can finally assess that the selection of the materials to use, besides the surgical technique,  is 

widely influenced by the morphology of the bone defect. Not only, the surgical approach and the 

prognosis of a regenerative procedure will depend on the patient factors, the bone defect factors and 

the dental factors. 

Among the patient factors we can consider being the most relevant its periodontal status, life style, 

stress and habits and its oral hygiene. Besides we have to consider its age, genetic and systemic 

pathologies. In order to start a regenerative procedure it is in fact fundamental that the patient does 

not smoke, that has perfect control and awareness over his oral hygiene and systemic conditions and 

that will follow the recommendations of the dentist.  A regenerative procedure will have a poor 

prognosis in the case of a poor oral hygiene with plaque accumulation, bleeding on probing and 

bacterial proliferation, in a smoking patient or in a patient with systemic conditions not under control. 

  

As previously explained, in the surgical planning crucial are also the bone defect factors. Different 

will be the materials to be chosen in each case and the consequent prognosis.   
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As bone defect factor we consider the morphology or defect angle of the affected bone and its 

influence in the clinical outcome after the regenerative surgery. To wider defects has been associated  

a reduced amount of clinical attachment gain and bone fill after a regenerative procedure and one 

year follow-up (63).  

A clinical study has been carried on aiming to predict the healing potential of the bone sites according 

to their morphology (64). The results showed statistically relevant differences among the defects: 

those with an angulation of less than 45° showed after regenerative treatment a mean filling of 1.22 

mm, much more than in angles between 45° and 90° that gained only 0.05 mm or than those greater 

than 90° that even showed a further bone loss of 0.05 mm in apical direction.  

The same result was assessed from another study on 242 intra-bony defects that showed that angular 

defects shallower than 25° could gain up to 1.5 mm in comparison to wider defects of 37° or more 

that did not gain as much as clinical attachment (65). 

On the other hand, for what concern the circumference of the defect or the number of its residual 

bone walls, no statistically relevant differences have be found in the results and so we can assess that 

there is a lack of association in the residual bony walls and the clinical outcomes after periodontal 

regeneration (63). 

Besides the angular bone morphology and the residual osseous walls of the defects, the overall bone 

loss pattern and its severity have to be taken into account.  The bone defects that are considered being 

not predictable with GTR are the horizontal supra-bony defects, the furcation defects class III and the 

interdental crater-like defects while those with a predictable result are the vertical intra-bony defects 

and the furcation defects class II. 

As said, different is the surgical approach for each situation and bone defect morphology and recent 

clinical studies have been carried on in order to understand which one might be the best for grater 

results. 
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The narrow vertical intra-bony defects are the most predictable defects in terms of periodontal 

regeneration.  The surgical techniques used for the formation of a physiological new clinical 

attachment and bone fill of these vertical intra-bony defects use mainly Enamel Matrix Derivative 

(EmdogainÒ) alone or together with bone graft or rather barrier membranes. 

Many clinical trials have been considered in order to understand which surgical approach would be 

the safest and with better results in this type of osseous defect. 

First of all we want to understand whether to use EMD or rather a barrier membrane.  

With this purpose a multicenter practice-based clinical trial has been carried on selecting seventy-

five patients with chronic periodontitis with ³ 3 mm osseous defects and treating them with EMD or 

GTR randomly (66). After one year of follow up the clinical attachment level (CAL), probing depth 

(PD), gingival recession (REC) and bleeding on probing (BOP) were measured and compared: in 

patients treated with EMD the mean CAL gained and probing depth reduction were of  3.1 ± 1.8 mm 

and 3.8 ± 1.5 respectively whereas for the GTR patients 2.5 ± 1.9 and 3.3 ± 1.5. The analysis of the 

results lead to the conclusion that there are no statistically relevant differences between EMD and 

GTR use in terms of attachment gains. What has to be considered though is the frequency of surgical 

complication appearance: all the surgical cases treated with GTR presented at least one complication, 

mainly due to membrane exposure, while this happened only in 6% of the EMD cases. As result we 

can say that this clinical trial failed to demonstrate more efficacy of one biomaterial over the other in 

this type of bone defect but for sure the surgical management and appearance of  complications 

resulted being indicative in the choice of the material to use leading to the conclusion that the use of 

EMD in the regeneration of vertical intra-osseous defects is the safest option (66).  

The same conclusion was given in a study carried out in 2009 in Manchester that evaluated the results 

after a follow up of 1.5 and 10 years (67). 

Another review analyzed 28 studies with a total of 955 intra-bony defects treated with EMD or GTR 

giving as result in the EMD cases a mean of 3.6 ± 0.04 mm of PD reduction in defects with an initial 
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mean of probing depth of 7.95 ± 0.05 mm and a CAL gain mean of 5.82 ± 0.07 from a 9.4 ± 0.04 mm 

defect mean. This review then concluded assessing that the use of EMD gave significantly better 

results compared to those given by using a GTR technique besides being safer (68). 

We can finally asses that in intra-osseous defects the use of Enamel Matrix Derivative is a better 

choice over the use of GTR. What is known though is that without the use of a barrier membrane 

there is the risk of the collapse of the mucoperiosteal flap, mainly in deep one- or two- walled defects. 

To overcome this complication then a further investigation is about the use of a grafting material 

together with the EMD in order to obtain the inhibition of the epithelial downgrowth at the same time 

as the release of the growing factors from the EMD. 

With this purpose other systematic reviews aimed to understand whether to use EMD alone or 

together with bone graft have been analyzed (69 - 71). 

A study (69) selected 434 patients and 548 intra-bony defects obtaining the following data: the mean 

CAL gained in defects treated with EMD combined with bone graft was of  3.76 ± 1.07 mm whereas 

it resulted being of 3.32 ± 1.04 mm in defects treated with EMD alone. The mean PD reduction and 

REC increase measured 4.22 ± 1.20 mm and 0.76 ± 0.42 mm respectively at the defects treated with 

the combination of the two biomaterials and 4.12 ± 1.07 mm of PD reduction and 0.91 ± 0.26 mm of 

REC increase at defects treated with EMD alone. The results of the study then indicate a better clinical 

outcome in terms of CAL gain and PD and REC reduction when combining EMD together with bone 

graft rather than using the EMD alone. 

With this knowledge, together with the periodontist Enrico Gomiero, some clinical cases have been 

studied and, starting from the diagnosis, the proper surgical approach has been planned taking into 

consideration evidences based on the bibliographic literature.  
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CASE 1: intra-osseous one-walled-vertical defect on a 44 distal  

 

The periodontogram was performed in June 2020 on a 57 years old patient, non-smoking, with good 

oral hygiene, BOP of 18,75% and without any systemic condition. 

 

   

The clinical evaluation was performed with intraoral examination with CP12 and radiographically 

with periapical x-rays. 

The defected site in consideration is distal to the 44 and had a PD of 10 mm in disto-vestibular and 9 

mm disto-lingual with a REC of 2 mm. 
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The surgery was performed in November 2020 and aimed to the regeneration of the periodontal site 

together with the preservation of the papilla. The technique used for the flap design and opening 

was the Modified Minimally Invasive Surgical Technique (M-MIST) designed from Tonetti and 

Cortellini in 2009 with the purpose of reducing the surgical trauma and postoperative discomfort by 

opening just a small buccal flap ensuring a proper blood supply and primary closure (72). 

Once raised the full-thickness flap the granulation tissue was removed and the root scaling of the 

roots has been performed ensuring a perfect debridement of the cement.  

   

The root surface was treated with a chelating agent, the EDTA, for four minutes, by dissociating the 

calcium and making the surface suitable for the use of the Enamel Matrix Derivative (Emdogain Ò). 

After the application of the EMD the scaffold material of choice was the bovine-derivative xenograft 

(BDX), commercially called Bio-OssÒ, because of its osteoconductive properties and since 

completely devoid of antigenicity and risk of developing pathological infections. Moreover BDX is 

able to integrate very well with the new bone and to become vascularized (28). 
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A primary closure was achieved with two suspended stitches on the two adjacent teeth 44 and 45 to 

the defected site and a central single stitch in the preserved papilla over it. The suture used is a 6-0 

absorbable braded and coated wire of polyglactin with atraumatic triangular cutting edge.  

The suture was removed after three weeks and the correct healing of the surgical site was assured. 

The patient was then scheduled once a month for the following three months. 

  
 
 
In March 2021, after four months from the surgery, it was reported the last check-up that evidences 

a great periodontal regeneration and CAL gain of 6 mm (starting from a CAL of 12 mm) and 

periodontal probing depth reduction of 6 mm obtaining a residual probing depth of 4 mm. 

The patient will follow the maintaining program scheduled every three month for the following year. 

 

The two following clinical cases present the same osseous defect morphology and surgical approach 

based on the same criteria. 

 

CASE 2: intra-osseous one-walled-vertical defect on a 15 distal 

43 years old patient, non-smoking, with good oral hygiene, BOP of 13,15% and without any systemic 

condition. 

  

One walled-intra-bony defect of PD of 8 mm disto-vestibular and 7 mm disto-palatal of the 15.  
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M-MIST flap design with papilla preservation. 

    

Chelating agent EDTA for 4 minutes and Enamel Matrix Derivative (Emdogain Ò) 

  

Bovine-derivative xenograft (Bio-Oss Ò) 

  

 
Suture with two suspended stitches on the two adjacent teeth 16 and 15 and a central single stitch in 

the preserved papilla. The suture used is a 6-0 absorbable braded and coated wire of polyglactin with 

atraumatic triangular cutting edge. The suture was removed after three weeks. 

   

Six months after the surgery the results significantly evidence a great periodontal regeneration with 

a PD reduction of 5 mm and a CAL gain of 6 mm.  
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CASE 3: intra-osseous three-walled-vertical defect on a 13 mesial  

26 years old patient, non-smoking, with good oral hygiene, BOP of 12,38% and without any 

systemic condition. 

  

Three walled-intra-bony defect of PD of 9 mm mesio-vestibular and 5 mm mesio-palatal of the 13.  

M-MIST flap design with papilla preservation. 

   

Chelating agent EDTA for 4 minutes and Enamel Matrix Derivative (Emdogain Ò) 

  

Bovine-derivative xenograft (Bio-Oss Ò) 
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Suture with two stitches in the preserved papilla. The suture used is a 6-0 absorbable braded and 

coated wire of polyglactin with atraumatic triangular cutting edge. The suture was removed after three 

weeks. 

Six months later a perfect periodontal regeneration can be noticed with a PD reduction of 7 mm.  

 

 

For non-contained intra-bony defects the surgical approach and chosen materials are going to be 

different since the bone defects have another morphology. Lacking of the supportive bony walls, the 

materials to be chosen need to have a structure and a stability themselves. The EMD, because of its 

consistency, does not maintain the space itself needing as consequence another material to be 

associated with in order to give better clinical outcomes. A 12-months randomized controlled clinical 

trial suggested the use of EMD combined together with a biphasic calcium phosphate bone graft (73). 

Based on the same principle that highlights the unsuitability of EMD for the periodontal defects that 

lack of a self-contained morphology, another randomized, controlled clinical trial compared the 

regeneration potential of EMD used alone or together with the ePTFE membrane in 40 deep non-

contained intra-bony defects after a follow-up of 12 months (74). The results evidenced more CAL 

gain and PD reduction in those sites treated with EMD combined with GTR compared to those treated 

with EMD alone. 

Another clinical trial that has been taken into account aimed to study the effect of GBR used in 

combination with Deproteinized Bovine Bone Mineral and/or EMD on the regeneration of wide non-

contained bone defects (75). The study was performed on forty rats that were subdivided into 4 groups 

depending on the biomaterials used, resulting, after four months, in quite different outcomes.  In 

Group A that left one site untreated and in the contralateral with a resorbable membrane alone an 

insufficient bone regeneration occurred. In group B one site was filled with EMD and the contralateral 

was treated with GBR together with EMD; the completed bone regeneration occurred where the two 

materials were combined. In group C one site was treated with DBBM (Bio-Oss Ò) and the 
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contralateral with GBR and DBBM together. In group D one site was treated with DBBM mixed with 

EMD while the contralateral with GBR covering the DBBM combined with EMD. Significantly 

higher rates of bone regeneration resulted in these groups in which sites the DBBM was placed. 

 

Table 10: number of sites with incomplete or complete bone healing depending on the materials used 

(75) 

 

The results evidence that in those sites in which no GBR was placed no predictable bone healing 

occurred.  

The study concludes assessing that in deep non contained defects the predictability of bone 

regeneration mainly depends on the presence of barrier membranes while the combination of DBBM 

and/or EMD did not specifically influenced the regeneration provided by the GBR. 

From these studies is then evident the important role of the barrier membrane for the regeneration of 

critical-size defects. What has to be mentioned though is the high morbidity of the GTR that, as 

already repeated several times, have high incidence of postoperative complication and clinical fail. 

The recent studies in fact are now focusing on the importance of the clot stability inside the defected 

site and the papilla preservation in order to obtain a favorable and stable environment where the 

periodontal regeneration and tissue healing are enhanced (72). We can finally assess that a  more 

conservative surgical approach is then acquiring more and more relevance over the use of a barrier 

membrane. 

The following clinical case with critical-size defects presents this second surgical approach.  
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CASE 4: 

 

 

Patient of 52 years old, he came to the first visit with a very bad oral hygiene, accumulation of plaque 

and chronic periodontitis with generalized increased PD, BOP and swelling and suppuration of the 

gingival tissues. The patient started an educational protocol of three months during which he has had 

prophylaxis treatments with ultrasound every 20 days and a full mouth non-surgical treatment with 

scaling and root planning. He was taught to follow the basic hygiene techniques at home besides the 

use of mouthwashes, dental floss and chlorhexidine. The improvement obtained was notable. 

  
 

Once educated the patient, he was finally considered a good candidate for regenerative surgery. 

Its PD were still of 12-14 mm and the recessions of the superior incisal area of 3 and 4 mm. 
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The purpose of this case was, besides reducing the periodontal depth and obtain bone fill, to 

significantly reduce the gingival recessions, improving the esthetic of his smile. This was very 

important for the decision and planning of the surgical approach. 

   

A vestibular full-thickness flap with preservation of the papillae was performed and raised allowing 

the access for the debridement of the roots surfaces and removal of the granulation tissue.  

The surgical approach in this case was very different to the previous one mainly because of the 

purpose of the coronal repositioning of the flap in order to reduce the gingival recession.  

Because of this, no barrier membrane was used since it would have prevented from the flap 

stabilization  in its correct position. 

   

The papillae got deepithelialized and the roots surfaces treated with EDTA. As regenerative materials 

the EMD was used for enhancing the osteoinduction and the BMX as scaffold material. 

 

  
 
Crucial was then the coronal flap repositioning since it had to perfectly enclosure the regenerative 

materials inside the defected sites and reduce the gingival recession.  
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The flap was sutured to the deepithelialized papillae with five suspended stitches to the adjacent teeth 

of each defected sites ensuring a perfect primary suture. The suture used is a 6-0 absorbable braded 

and coated wire of polyglactin with atraumatic triangular cutting edge.  

The incisors got finally stabilized with a fiberglass splinting. 

The stitches were then removed after three weeks post-operative. It was noticed that a great tissue 

healing was occurring but a premature stitch fall caused a little dehiscence and gingival retraction in 

the central papilla. 

      

Three month after the surgery a perfect primary closure was achieved except for a less visible defect 

in the central papilla. A residual PD of 4 mm was achieved and minimal bleeding on probing was 

assessed (1,56%). The recessions improved a lot resulting being of 1 and 2 mm. The patient will 

follow the periodontal maintaining program scheduled every three month for the following year 

besides having performed a prophylaxis with ultrasound every month in order to control his oral 

hygiene and behaviour. 
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Regenerative dental medicine extends its application with great importance also in the alveolar ridge 

preservation after teeth extraction developing what is called the Alveolar Ridge Preservation 

technique (ARP). As explained, the loss of a tooth would increase the rate of alveolar ridge 

reabsorption which, as stipulated by Wolff's Law, it is caused by the changes in the mechanical 

loadings that occur with modifications in the distribution of the forces to the bone occurring during 

mastication leading to continuous bone remodeling (14). It is then very important to preserve the 

alveolar ridge as soon as possible after tooth extraction. 

During the years many ARP techniques with different regenerative materials have been studied and 

proposed: the main ones are the autogenous graft, the DFDBA, FDBA, DBBM and alloplastic 

polymers. Among these the most recent studies assess that the deproteinized bovine bone mineral 

(DBBM) is currently the most efficacious and used biomaterial for this purpose (76). 

Moreover in other clinical trials on the anterior sector it was studied that if used together with collagen 

it would have prevented from ridge resorption (77). 

Another randomized controlled clinical trial on the posterior sector evidenced a big difference in 

terms of alveolar bone regeneration in those post extraction sites treated with DBBM with 10% 

collagen (DBBM-C) covered with a native bilayer collagen membrane (NBCM) in comparison to the 

control group left with spontaneous healing (78). 

In 2017 a randomized clinical study was performed with the objective of quantitatively determine the 

amount of alveolar ridge regeneration resulting from the use of different ARP techniques (79). 

The study was performed in 40 patients providing 35 post-extraction sites. These were randomly 

assigned to four different regenerative technique: Tx1 were treated with the use of DBBM covered 

with soft tissue harvested from the palate; Tx2 were treated with DBBM alone; Tx3 were treated with 

DBBM covered with an absorbable collagen membrane and Tx4 were left untreated without any 

regenerative procedure. After 6 months of follow-up Tx1 and Tx3 that were treated with DBBM 

covered with a graft tissue or membrane presented a much bigger rate of bone regeneration than Tx2 

group and the control group. The trial then concluded that alveolar preservation occurs more 
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favorably where the bone graft material, the deproteinized bovine bone mineral, is covered by a 

contentive graft, as a soft tissue graft or a collagen barrier membrane. 

 

CASE 5:  

Same patient of case 1. 57 years old, non-smoking, with good oral hygiene, BOP of 18,75% and 

without any systemic condition. 

 

The patient presented a disto-vestibular PD of the 25 of 7 mm and a mesio-vestibular PD of the 26 

of 9 mm. 

  

Once the flap was raised it was very clear that the vestibular osseous defect was to big to regenerate 

assuring as well a good stability of the tooth so it was decided to extract the 25. 
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The surgical approach then aimed to the alveolar preservation. Once extracted the 25 a perfect 

cleaning of the alveolus was performed removing all the granulation tissue. 

   

A resorbable collagen membrane was prepared in its shape in order to fit the defected site and 

positioned adhering to the elevated vestibular flap. 

    

As grafting material the deproteinate bovine bone mineral was placed inside the alveolus. 

  

The barrier membrane was then perfectly repositioned over the grafting material assuring a perfect 

sealing and adherence to the defect. The precision of this step was crucial. Because of the big defected 

site, in order to obtain the stability of the used biomaterials, the resorbable membrane was positioned 

under the papillae and over the scaffold material. In GBR the membrane is in fact located in order to 

prevent the fibroblasts from colonizing the intraosseous defect while it is healing, allowing at the 

same time the osteoblasts to migrate into the bone wound filling it, thus initiating the bone 
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regeneration. The scaffold material under it, besides acting as osteoconductive element, prevented 

the membrane from collapsing leading to the failure of the regeneration.  A collagen membrane was 

chosen because of it optimal properties: it has low immunogenicity, it is hemostatic, well-tolerated 

and being chemotactic it is able to attract and activate PDL and gingival fibroblasts, hence induce 

fibroblast DNA synthesis (45) potentially increasing tissue thickness. Besides, osteoblasts showed to 

better adhere to collagen membranes than any other membrane surface (49).  

   

Of great importance was also the suturing procedure since an accurate sealing of the wound is needed 

in order to avoid membrane exposure and contamination with the consequent infection of the site and 

failure of the regeneration. The suture used is a 6-0 absorbable braded and coated wire of polyglactin 

with atraumatic triangular cutting edge.  

  
 
After three weeks from the surgery the stitches were removed and the primary closure assessed. 
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One month post-operative it is already visible the regenerative process occurring inside the post 

extraction site. In other five to seven months a further surgery with implant insertion is going to be 

considered.   

 
 
Still talking about alveolar ridge preservation with DBBM (Bio-Oss Ò) and resorbable collagen 

membrane, very interesting is the study performed on 30 patients with the aim of confirming and 

evidencing the efficacy of these biomaterials in the bone regeneration after dental extraction  (80). 

This trial in fact concluded that an important difference was noticed in alveolar ridge bone height and 

width when comparing the group treated with DBBM and the resorbable collagen membrane and the 

control group left without any additional regenerative materials. These results suggest that the use of 

DBBM and the collagen membrane positively influence the alveolar regeneration. 

 

CASE 6:  

64 years old patient, came to the first visit with vary bad oral hygiene, swelling of the gingival tissues 

and generalized bleeding on probing, grade III mobility of 13-12-21-23. He presented an old bridge 

from 13 to 26, having as pillars the 13-12-21-23 and the implant on the 25. Splinted crowns on the 

15-14. 3-4 mm PD of the 15 and distal to the 14, 9 mm PD mesial to the 14. Physiologic PD of the 

implant. 
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Because of the high mobility of the anterior teeth and the lack of periodontal support, once the 

active infection and inflammation of the soft tissues were stabilized, it was performed the removal 

of the bridge and the extraction of 13-12-21 and 23. 

The regenerative surgery in order to preserve the upper alveolar ridge could then get started. 

 

  
 

  

Once the alveoli got perfectly inspected and cleaned from any radicular rest, bony chip and 

inflammatory tissue, an horizontal transversal cut was performed in order to create a unique big space 

where to introduce the regenerative materials and start the alveolar ridge preservation. 

   

As grafting material squares of compacted deproteinate bovine bone mineral were introduced with 

the multiple function of being a scaffold for osteoconduction, give structure to the ridge and sustain 

the barrier membrane. It was mainly used in the first quadrant being it the most compromised. 
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The barrier material chosen was a resorbable collagen membrane. A first portion was positioned over 

the grafting material and stabilized with three stitches. 

   

The rest of the alveolar ridge was filled with Bio-Oss, the same DBBM grafting material but in 

powder form. Another resorbable collagen membrane was positioned over it assuring the sealing. 

   

A perfect primary closure was then of fundamental importance. The suture used for it is a 6-0 

absorbable braded and coated wire of polyglactin with atraumatic triangular cutting edge. 

Three weeks post-operative the stitches got removed but a little portion of membrane got exposed. 

Perfect hygiene control was taught to the patient that had to keep it controlled, beside weekly 

check-ups have been scheduled in order to assure that no infection could occur.  
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Three months post-operative the primary closure was completely achieved and the alveolar ridge 

perfectly preserved presenting a good bone width and height. The 11 achieved a good periodontal 

regeneration with a residual PD of 3 mm and it was reconstructed with composite and prepared for 

a future PFM crown. Meanwhile a provisory bridge was placed, using as pillars the reconstructed 

11 and the implant on the 25. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

This work focused on highlighting the importance of the regenerative dental medicine, presenting the 

main biomaterials used in its application in order to achieve periodontal regeneration, together with 

their indications in different clinical situations.  

- For periodontal regeneration to occur regenerative dentistry uses scaffolds alone or together 

with growth factors and/or barrier membranes.  

Regarding the autograft, it has the fundamental osteogenesis, osteoinduction and 

osteoconduction properties, besides it does not have the risk to be rejected from the recipient 

and so to develop immunological reactions as well as to transmit any disease to it. For this 

reason autograft is considered the gold standard for regenerative medicine. 

About allografts, they are available as fresh/fresh-frozen (FFBA), freeze-dried (FDBA), or 

demineralized and freeze-dried bone allograft (DFDBA). Differently from autografts, 

allogenic bone grafts are abundantly and easily available and do not cause any morbidity at 

the harvest site. Although these advantages, they are not frequently chosen as regenerative 

material since they do not provide osteogenic inputs as well as being weakly osteoinductive, 

potentially infective and expensive. 

Xenografts developed in order to overcome many of the disadvantages of autografts and 

allografts. They are considered the most indicated choice for children which might be 
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physically too small to receive transplantations from an adult donor. Moreover they do not 

cause any systemic or local immune response and it has been calculated that the risk of 

pathologic transmission is 1 in 10. 

 

Beside the use of scaffold materials, it was also concluded that in order to achieve an higher 

rate of periodontal regeneration there is the need of additional enhancing stimuli. Among these 

polypeptide growth factors have been introduced: the platelet-derived-growth factor (PDGF), 

the enamel matrix derivatives (EMD), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), bone morphogenic 

proteins (BMPs) and the osteogenin. 

PDGF is able to stimulate the migration and proliferation of the pool of osteogenic cells into 

the injury site populating the scaffold, by acting both as chemotactic and mitogen agent. 

Subsequently these progenitor cells differentiate into osteoblasts and/or chondrocytes under 

direction of the BMP. 

EMD play a relevant role in wound healing mediating bone remodeling and favoring 

angiogenic activity and soft tissue regeneration. This happens because EMD has been shown 

to regulate many cells activity as well as to mediate the expression of growth and transcription 

factors, ECM components, cytokines and others.  

 

The third category of regenerative biomaterials considered being of fundamental importance 

are the barrier membranes. During the regenerative process in fact, membranes prevent 

epithelial cells, granulation end fibrous tissue from entering into the intended bone- and PDL-

regenerating space, as well as allowing the osteoprogenitor bone cells, osteoblastic cells and 

cells responsible for the new vascularization, to enter the defected site, mediating at the same 

time the diffusion of growth factors, nutrients, cytokines and other bioactive elements. 
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- As scaffold materials are used autogenous bone grafts, allografts and xenografts and we can 

conclude that currently there is not an ideal graft material for periodontal regeneration, they 

all have advantages and limitations. It can be assessed though that autograft is so far defined 

as the material of choice followed by allografts and xenografts. Among the allografts we can 

mainly distinguish between FDBA and DFDBA and their main difference is that FDBA serves 

as a scaffold favorizing an osteoconductive surface whereas DFDBA, besides this, is also 

considered osteoinductive since it even provides a source of osteoinductive factors.  

Moreover it can be concluded that the use of FDBA in the periodontal treatment, especially 

that of furcation defects, is more effective if combined together with autogenous bone rather 

than FDBA used alone. In addition, DFDBA, thanks to its osteoinductive properties, is now 

considered being the grafting material of choice when compared to other allografts such as 

FDBA and to xenografts. Finally it can be assessed that the use of cortical DFDBA would 

lead to a bigger bone fill in comparison to the cancellous DFDBA. 

 

- We can distinguish among non-resorbable membranes and resorbable membranes.  

Non-resorbable membranes have the disadvantage of a second surgery, besides they have the 

risk of being contaminated if a perfect primary closure over it is not provided. To facilitate its 

removal in case of infection, besides being safer thanks to is surface structure, dense-PTFE 

has been introduced as substitute of the e-PTFE. It was also concluded that in order to avoid 

the membrane to collapse inward the defect site, the solution was the combination together 

with a grafting material; moreover the more rigid titanium-reinforced e-PTFE (Ti-e-PTFE) or 

the titanium mesh have been introduced.  

Resorbable membranes, natural and synthetic, overcame the limitations given from the need 

of a second surgery but have the disadvantage of being unpredictable since they can be 

reabsorbed previously than needed limiting the regeneration rate. 
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It was then concluded that there is not a better choice between non-resorbable and resorbable 

membranes, the final considerations are in fact different according to the surgical site in 

question. 

For class II furcation defects and for the treatment of intrabony periodontal defects there are 

no statistically relevant differences in periodontal regeneration between the two membranes, 

both of them give satisfactory clinical outcomes. Same conclusion also for the ridge 

preservation procedures. 

Class III furcation defects did not positively respond to GTR and both the membrane types 

failed in its regeneration. 

 

- The final conclusions of this work are about the choice of the biomaterials to use with respect 

to the specific bone defect morphology and extension. Besides these general indications, it 

was assessed that each clinical situation has to be taken into account as a single case and be 

customized as needed. 

Regarding the use of EDM, it may be inferred that for intra-bony defects and for recession 

coverage the clinical outcomes when using EDM are significantly better than the results with 

traditional control treatments, but similar to the use of resorbable GTR.  

Regarding the treatment of furcations, in the horizontal defects the use of EDM give improved 

results in depth reduction compared with the use of resorbable membranes. 

 

For vertical intrabony defects the first question was whether to use EMD or rather a barrier 

membrane. Clinical studies failed to demonstrate more efficacy of one biomaterial over the 

other in this type of bone defect but for sure the surgical management and the risk of 

appearance of  complications with GTR resulted being indicative in the choice of the material. 

One may conclude then that the use of EMD in the regeneration of vertical intra-osseous 

defects is the safest option. Moreover, a better clinical outcome in terms of CAL gain and PD 
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and REC reduction is obtained when combining EMD together with bone graft rather than 

using the EMD alone. 

For non-contained intra-bony defects it was concluded that EMD is not the best choice 

because of its lack of self-structure. If used, better results are obtained if combined with GTR. 

For these types of defects then, it can be concluded that the predictability of bone regeneration 

mainly depends on the presence of barrier membranes while the combination of DBBM and/or 

EMD do not specifically influence the regeneration provided by the GBR. This point is 

actually still a matter of debate since new regenerative surgical approaches are currently 

focusing their attention on the technique rather than the chosen materials. We can finally 

assess that a  more conservative surgical approach is acquiring increasing relevance over the 

use of a barrier membrane. 

Regarding the alveolar ridge preservation, many grafting materials have been studied and used 

and it can be now concluded that the deproteinized bovine bone mineral (DBBM) is currently 

the most efficacious and used biomaterial for ARP.  

Moreover we can assess that alveolar preservation occurs more favorably where the bone graft 

material, the deproteinized bovine bone mineral, is covered by a contentive graft as a soft 

tissue graft or a collagen barrier membrane. 
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